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IPIRG core members [from left] Glenn Goffin, Denise Callaway and Brad Martin. Photos; by Russ P. Markus

PIRG tries to fly at BSU
Core members to petition ASBSUjor studentfunding
by Brian Mason and Julie Nash

The University News
';"'-

Returning student talks aboutschooLlife.
See page 4.

",

Idaho Public Interest Group (IPIRG)
will .soon petition BSU students for a
$40,000 annual budget supported by in.creased student fees. The proposed fee
increase would amount to an additional $3
per student, and would be refundable after
fees have been paid; and proper ID
presented.
IPIRG plans to use the money to
"challenge student apathy by researching
public interest issues selected by BSU
students," according to IPIRG literature.
The group currently organizing IPIRG is
the core members. According to Brad
Martin, a core member and senior psychology major, 5,·8 members attend the
weekly meetings.
,
Martin says the group expects a budget
of "$5U,OOO at the max" and adds that the
student "board of directors" would receive
no salary. He said PIRG, if formed, would
be funded under a "refund system." All
students would pay the fee increase, but
those wanting a refund would have to
present their student activity card within
the first 3-4 weeks of the semester at It
PIRG refund table in, the SUB.
When asked why a positive check system,
similar to the one, used on income tax
returns for presidential re-election funds;
would not be used, Martin said, "It's been
shown not to work because every semester
you have to spend 60-80070 of your money
on 'fundraising.' "

simple majority of signatures from among
other campuses. Eventually, students who
,didn}t kJlow;~becaIJ).e~inv9\ved .:. Weaver
asked the core to find others who would be
interested .by informing
people
on
campus."
.
Denise callaway, a coremember and a
junior in social work, said, "We need a
PIRG. It's an effective tool to use and gain
a sense of power. "
She added, "I love PIRG. I want to do
this, because I've seen others in operation.
They're a real complement. to student
government, a way of dealing with student
and citizen concerns on this campus. We'd
like to see something done.".
Since 1970, approximately 175 PIRGs in
30 states have been formed.
some of the larger groups attempt
forays into the realms of legislative impact,
many others make the publishing of guides
and studies their focus. Most PIRGs consist'
of student groups, funded by student'
populations.

wwnne

The idea of a PIRG

The name, "Public Interest Research
Group," is ,based on the idea that the
groups explore issues deemed relevant by
the majority of students voting on those
issues. Ideally, PIRGs that are studentfunded are made up of large numbers of
students, voicing their opinions and getting
involved in the actual research under the
guidance
of paid professionals
and
volunteer student directors.
'
- To help determine what issues would be
Glenn Goffin, another core member and
.researched by' the' group,' .the. core coma graduate ofPennsylv~rna's
Swarthmore
mittee offered an ','Issues Survey," divided
College added, "It's a donation system.
into four major areas; consumer, environwhenever you have it, you spend rio moneyrnentaI,
human rights and energy.
.
.'
. on research. It's also not asocial contract.
Subdivisions of the .issues on the survey,
We're saying to students, 'ATeyou willing
included "violence against women," and
to tax yourself to have PIRG on campus?'
"nuclear energy and weapons." The topics
IPIRG started at BSU when a group of
were selected randomly,
according to
.eleven people approached ASBSUPresiCallaway.'
.dent Deanna Weaver and ,expressed .the
':"Two members of the group sat down
. desire to form a PIRG on the BSU campus.'
and randomly selected "issues .from. other
Weaver, who helped with the unsuccessful' "PIRGnurveys,
on what' we thought was
petition drive in 1979, appointed members
wportant.·~CallawaYadded.
'
'
of the core to an ad'hoc, committee to study
'·When'
ask~dhoW'extensively
}>IRG
student interest ina fee-:supportedPlRG
wouldaUowresponSe
to "IS5Ues Surveys"
group at BSU • The studycillminates with a ','toeontrol
the focus of the 'group;. Martin
pcitition drive by commi~ee members for ~:saici~"'l'heissu.e.~rveyiSn~tgoiDgtoha\te·.

A donation system

a
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that much control. .. but people have
concerns."
.
He added, ~~itmight.helpdesign the next
survey. All information that can be, will be
gathered and considered."
Why can't only interested
parties
research the issues on their own time, with
their own money, The University News
reporter asked the three core members.
"Because nationally, this doesn't work,"
said Goffin.
If established, the group will hire at least
one professiopal staff member; as well as
elected officers and decide upon which
issues to research.
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High caliber research
When asked by The University Ne.ws
how PIRG would be able to tell when their
services and organization might no longer
be needed on the BSU campus, Goffin said
that if a majority of students request a
refund from PIRG two semesters in a row,
PIRG would "voluntarily cease to exist."
PIRG literature now on campus states
that group directors will have "legal and
scientific expertise." According to Goffin,
"Those hired by a PIRG will be more
teachers than doers. Presumably, we will
have biology students involved in an issue
of" biology. Expertise comes from all
areas."
.
Another claim of the group's literature is
the statement, "PIRG will be ... non-partisan and independent of any organization or
interest group.
When The University News reporter
asked about the claim of' operating- 'under
total objectivity, Martin replied, "The
professionals will help us do that. The
research will be of a higher caliber,
standing between two polarized opinions.
The 'what is going on here' is a wall to that
objectivity."
"
A question concerning the aim of the
. group to be "democratically maintained"
Was answered by Goffin: "Democracy is
. (or what we hope it would be) an expression
of the wishes of the majority of students.
We don't know how many BStistudents
would~irivolved!'.
'.
,', The question seen to be answered is, are
. BSVstudentswilling
to tax themselves. in
;.orderto,hayeaPIRG,on
campus?

i:
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"Good reading and great fun"
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The Goldrush is on--ArmyROTC 'Scholarships

,
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Di. Keiser. BSU President
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ROTC has much to offer. It will prepare
)'OU for a r,esponsible posicion in the active
military or reserves as a commissioned
officer. This program provides valuable'
experience for any future endeavor be if in
business. industry. or public service...

Dr.
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scholarships
pay for:
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Army ROTC

Keppler. Dean-school of arts 8< sciences

The Anny ROTC Program at Boise State
University _provides an excellent oppor-:
tunity to develop leadership s.i1ls.
It is also an opportunity
for the
individual citizen to provide (or the
common defense as defined in the Preamble to the Constitution.

·FEES
".~L.uMP SUM
PAYMENT.BOOKS
$100.00 MONTHLY

Gr<g Meti&ar, Business Major, 3 year
winner
Being accepted for an Army ROTC
Scholarship took a lot of the pressures of
school off my shoulders. Now I can just
concentrate _on my studies and become
more involved. because I don". have to
w orry about where my tuition or books will
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come from.

Entertainment Editor
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Timothy Showers. History Major. '3 year
winner
Receiving an Army ROTC Scholarship is
an important step in achieving my goals of
a college education and an officers commission in the United States Army.
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My son is a junior in high school.
Universities and colleges are sending him
information. As we have reviewed his
options. one we are strongly considering is
the availability of ROTC on campus
because of our belief that there are some
things worth protecting ... freedom, home
and country.
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For applications,

contact CPT
Bob (Goldsrriker) Hillan
at 385·3500

Through ROTC I have gained many
friends, and experienced things which
would not have been possible if I had not
taken the first step of applying for a
scholarship.
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'1984' talks address repression
.
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dGe()19gist·· ....
spe~k~··.
Wat.ter ",. Nassichuk, .'Oireetoroft~e>
CanadilinC3eological' Sit£\,ey's ·.Institute·of.·
Sedjmeilta~y and Petroleum Geology jCal~
gary; will piesenuwo slidelectur~s atB.oisc·;
State Ulliversity Feb: 6 and ,7'.
.•.•....
.....</
. •Both programs will be in room '111 of the '
Scie~ceBuildingand
are free of charge ...
.Monday,Feb.,6,Nassichuk'stalk.on
"History of Exploration of' the Canadian ..
Arctic",is co-hosted bythe BSU.Canadian
Studies Program and History Department; .
,The Tuesday lecture will be "Geology
and Petroleum Resources of the' North
American Arctic."
.
Nassichuk's visit is partofa lecture sertes
sponsored
by BSU's Department.of
Geology and Geophysics.
For .'further,
inforrl1atiortabout the lectures, call Monte
Wilson at 385-3651.

by Jeff Kline and
Julie Nash
.

The University News

Americans are facing the "kind of subtle
distortion of reality that somehow projects
'the MX. missile as a tool of peace, " says .
former U.N. ambassador Andrew Young.
Young. speaking to a crowd of 1000
people hi the SUB baIlroom, kicked-off the
second annual Frank Church Conference
on Public Affairs Jan. 24, with his speech
based on GeorgeOrweIl's novel 1984.
'The speech was part of the "1984 and
Beyond" lecture series on repression that is
exploring the similarities of Orwell's futuristic society and. the situation the world is
facing today.
According to Young, we are being'
. subject to a subtle seduction by the press
and television "rather than the heavy. handed repression described by Orwell').
'Soviet defector' Arkady Shevchenko speaks on soviet repression at last week's '1984;
He cited- the media portrayal of the
conference. Photo by Karl Enochs
Russians as being similar to what Orwell
caIl "two minutes of hate".
of Stanford University, discussed represmonth with cancer of the pancreas. In 'a
Young said that television' always shows
Boise State University will-offer three
sion in Eastern Europe. Dr. Staal' described
written
introduction
for
Young,
Church
Russians as vodka-drinking
Siberians
courses
the lJse~ of computersto~
the establishment of communistic regimes
regretted. that he could not attend. He
that has led toa misconception and fear of
elementary '.schoolstudents and their.par>
in Eastern Germany, Hungary, Czechowrote that he was home "playing matador
the Soviets that isn't always justified.
.
entsthis spring;
'.
.' ....'
slovakia
and Poland.
against
a
bull
that
has
me
at
a
distinct
Young
said Orwell's
concept
of
"'. Twu-of.the courseswilI teach third to
Dr. E. Bradford Burns, of the University
disadvantage.
"
.
'''orthodoxy''
(not
thinking)
is
prevalent
sixth~gradeis
the.' use of computers,
of California, was the final presenter of the
The conference continued with panel
throughout our society. Everyone is conincluding BASIC programming, while the
afternoon
and spoke on repression and
disscussionson
Wednesday,
Jan.
25.
Each
forming (0 one set of values, for example,
third course for parent and child teams will
revolution. in Latin America and our own
session was moderated by Dr. Gregory
wearing
designer
jeans
and
aerobicising,
teach basic (:ompllteruses
and .BASIC
role in that repression.
Raymond, BSU political science professor.
that has led to a repression of thinking in
programming,
The conference concluded with "A View
The
morning
session
featured
a
discusour country, he said.
For registratitminformationabout
the"
From the Kremlin" given by Ardady
sion
on
the
different
aspects
of
repression
"Orwell talks about vaporizing human
classes, call Wenden' Waite at the BSU
Shevchenko,
former U .N.ambassador
in America. The first speaker, Dr. Robin
beings for thinking too much, but we don't
College of Education,371~2045 01'385·1991
from the USSR. Shevchenko, who is the
Lakoff, a linguist at the University of
do that. Notdirectly,"
Young said. "But
highest ranking Russian official ever to
California at Berkeley, discussed how
the disappearence of poets and inteIlectuals
. defect, provided insight into the Soviet
language can be used to repress thought.
is occurring by the thousands with little or
society.
He outlined
many of the
The second speaker, Dr. Paul Robinow,
no public outcry."
differences between the lifestyle of Amer-.
an
anthropologist
at
the
University
of
Young is qualified as a speaker on the
Ascholarsl1ipfund:has
been formed on
leans and that of Soviet existence.
California
at Berkeley ,told
how the
'subject of political repression; as a clergythe behalf of Dr: I!lsieBuck, former Boise
The Soviet people, according to' Shev- '
'~institutions· .of .society -are / also ".subtly
man,
civil
rights
leader
and
close
associate
Junior College instructor,wllo dled:Jan . .lJ..
.chenko, are indoctrinated into the system
repressive.
'
..'
of
Martin
Luther
King,
Young
was
subject"
1984. Buck, amembeiof
th~AlturseClub
from kindergarten on and are not allowed
The final speaker of the morning session
of Boise (a ,woIlleri's international service ': to surveillance from the' early 196Os.until
to participate in the political process in any
was
Dr~
Jerry
Skolnick,
who
is
a
'sociologist
.
club), taught ,atforml:r .:St>·Maigaret's
' the tiine lie took office as a congressman in
way.
at the University of California at Berkeley.
1972.
School: for gids and retired inl9()8 from
Soviet citizens cannot leave the country
Dr. Solnick discussed the Bill of Rights and
Since
that
time
Young
has
served
as
the.
BoiseJunior Gollege, riow B!:!lI.The' Bois~
and a large system of informers keeps the
its
affect
on
repression
'in
our
society.
U.S. ambassador to, the United Natioris.
cllapterofthe Altrusanshave set up a fund'.
government in control of anyone who acts
The afternoon session began with a film
from 1977 to 1979, and was elected
for a' needy student at .BSU.Thestlldent
"inappropriately".
'
produced by the Communication DepartAtlanta's
mayor
in
1981.,
mustmeettheclub'sguidelines.For
more
The leaders oJ the Soviet Union believe,
inent of BSU entitled Personal Con"History
will
record
that
the
tide
(of
information, call '343-4951 ()r343.;Q.860.
as Shevchenko states, that the whole
sequences of Political RepressiolJ. The film
repression) was perhaps turned in this
historical development of the world is' a
focused
upon
how
different
forms
of
socie~y by former Idaho senator Frank
competition between our two systems and
repression and control have altered the lives
Church," Young said.
tlJat the Soviet Union will eventually win.
of those involved.
, The investigation congucted. by Church
Shevchenko believes that· the Soviet
The
afternoon
pane!
discussion.
was
.
into the affairs of the FBI and the CIA was
Union has built up an enormous military
Senior adult theatr~works~ops.~PQti~,
started
by
Dr.
Charles
Kegley,
Jr.
of
the
crucial .to the salvation of democracy,
arsenal not because they desire war, but as
sored by the BoiseStateUnivetsliy
theaire .
University of South Carolina. He presented
according to Young. "There have been
a political weapon to blackmail other
lU'tsdepartment,will
begin Feb. 8 and;
the
historicjl}
perspective
of
America's
,times, as was true' under the term of J.
nations into doing what they want. He
contmu.e weekly. through: May: 8. The 'first .
response
to
oppression
abroad,
which
has
Edgar Hoover, when the entire,bureaucracy
finally stressed the need for the U.S. to
session will be held at .the· Senior: Citiiens
swayed from an active involvement in
of the FBI was distorted in its purpose. ";
work together with the Soviet Union in the'
world affairs to a more isolated stance.
Center, 690 Roberts Road,at 2 p.m. and
Church was originally scheduled to spe$
interest of peace and human welfare.
will beanintroducdotl
to the theatre" .." .,
The
second
spel;lker,
Dr.
Richard
Staal',
at the cOliference, but was hospitalized last
. Theworkshopswillcoveralll\Speptsof.
the theatre··' including, a\:ting; '.'directing; •
costuming; .set construction' and., manag~~ ,
mentarid
will culminate'in
a,May
peifonmmce.
./.'
.".
'.
~
For further' information contact the
centerar345"9921 or the BSU theat~ellJ"ts
...departIIlenlat ,3&~-39S7..
.
'
senate spe~t severill minutes debating the
Both Weaver and Jackson, encourage
by Rick Bernt'
word "School" iJ;)stead of "college" that
interested students to seek an ASBSU
The University News
was used to describe Boise State on a senate
office. They· feel new student opinions
Student body elections at 'BSTJ are
report.
would make a difference in the present
David L. Giveans.nationallyrecog~iied
approaching quickly. Elections wiII be held
Toward the close of the meeting, several
student gQvernment.
.
.Iecturer '.indadvoca'teof.
n~n~sexist edon March 20 and· 21. and petitions for
members
nominated
Dennis
White,
. Jackson· adds, . "The key factor here,
ucationand men as nurturing Persons will
candidacy are dueby Feb. 13. .. .
Education Senator to'. a committee for
however, is that' quality ismore'important
speak at tlte ywCA, Febniary 2; ••illth~
The elections will decide one 'senate seat
"keeping quiet during meetingS."
than quantity. We would like students who
ClubRoom. ..'
. .' .'.
for each college. Studentswill also elect a .•
Steve Jackson, Health Sciences Senator,
are' seeking office to give .'their .quality
'.Giveans wilLdiseuss "'M~rt in Nurturing'
new ASBSU President and Vice-president
continues to champion the causes and
time. "
Roles'~ atii30int\lequ\)J'0om;Oiveans,
is
According to current ASBSU president.
progress of the "hard"worldng"student
Weaver whog~aduatesinMay,
says she
in Bciise in conjunction j"lth. the)984
senate .•He says ASBSUofficers
strive to'
would definintelyrun
for· the student"
YourigChildCollferenceFeb,:3
aJ1d~.tP b.e ... DeannaWeaver,studentgoverninentdeals
with serious problems; She feels funditig'
'serveBSU students in every capacity;
. ," presidency again ·ifshe could. Her exheld ·.at..·SttMlchael;sCathedral
•.and'BoiSe.,
, '"utCA:;'
. .
, . .•..'.:._~_
..,~.,.>.:,
has been a; special proplem duringhtr
'Another student senator, who asked his
perience as BSUstudent body president has
:1" ,."
.;-><.;,./;"~
presidency..
'. .... .'
.'
'.. name not bedisclosed,disagrees
'with
been positive. "There area lot of demands.
"This administration wollld.runmore
Jackson. "What is goingoninthe
student
But the .social interaction and personal
smoothly if we had completCfunding;" sne
senate?" he asks; "The answe,r is very little,
growth was very good forme," she says."I
says. "The iackofJundsprevents
us from
Sometimes I. think we are making no.
enjoy comillgto
the office; it's like a
issdheauledW«h(
p;p.ip'i'!l>. doing various thingswewould.very muCh progress at ~l."
.second home to ine.'" ......•"','
like todofor the students;"
; .... '.." ...•~,..
. Jacksop says ASBSU has been adequate
W~yerandJl!CksOn.llgree
. that any
Mana8in~ t~e bUdget,~d' ~ecidiri~ wh*t.. in serving the needs of JilSU students. '''We~di4ate~~parti\!llY
m,otlVated by ego, but
areas receive'. what.quotas.of.mone~
. ,cerlQj~ly try"; to, 'meet st\14erit:';~eeds;~"
warn stuQe~ts against t:Uiuiing for an office
,wi
,.,n" involves priorities and the dev~lopment <If, '. Jackson says. "In thatrespect,.·I thinktliis ..., for the wrong reasons. "I hope no one runs
formulas, accordirig to ASBSU lea~er~. 'j,
.admilllstratiQn: openly seeksstlidertt
Jn~
for an office just, to ac!tieve self-glory,"
After rollisCall~~{\le. senators attempt. .,volvclIlentand ,su~port.'tBut;heilclds;'
.,says-:Weaver''''Our,studeiU'

on'

Sch91arshipfund

Theatre'Y6fk~Jl.gps

ASBSU tatkles studefitproblems
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Returning student is in school for herselt
by Kelly Love
The, UniversityNews.
.
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Returning student Marilu Edwards 'says
that'school is easier now than when she first
attended the University- of Colorado more
. than ten years ago despite juggling the
responsibilities of. a husband, family anf .
schoolwork. '
•
The University News reporter. Kelly
Love talked to Edwards about the problems
of returning to school and her reasons for.
coming back to BSU.
Q: Why did you return to school?
A: I finally got tired of doing something for
everyone but myself. That's why.I decided
to come back to school. This is for' me,
something I want to do. My husband and
girls know that this is mommy's thing. This
is what I want to do right now and they've
been really good about shouldering part of
the load that they didn't do before.
My husband travels quite a bit, and as
much as I don't like it, it's probably a
blessing in disguise.
The girls love
McDonald's and Chuck E; Cheese. There
are some nights that I will not cook, my
schedule doesn't allow for cooking.
But other than that, I've set my schedule
so that I'm never in class until I'm sure that
my kids are at school and I'm always home
before they get home. They never come
home to an empty house.
Q: Is it hard to find the time to study once
you're at home?
A: My studying begins when they go to bed.
In the afternoon, they do their homework
and I try to help. Sometimes they try and
help me with mine.
Q: What are your educational goals at this
. point?
A:When we moved back to Idaho, I
marched back to Mountain Bell (where I
had worked as a management employee for
years) very smug and said, "Here I aml" I
thought they'd welcome me with open

arms. But I was told that they weren't
hiring. and especially not in managementI didn't want to go 'back to being- ;non-managemenf.employee,
I'd' been a
chief too long to become an indian~. The
one job inmanagement that happened to be .
open was one I qualified for in' every
respect with the exception of having a
degree.
.
That was the proverbiai straw. I said,
"that's it" and headed back to BSU. I went
into admission and records and said, "here
I am, this is what I want to do!' The lady
said, "that's wonderful but you have to
have 30 hours on campus." I didn't need 30
hours but that was the rule.
I had hoped originally to be out of here
in June, then it was August and now I'm
hoping- to be out of here in December,
God-willing. this has been the longest 30
hours of my life.
Q: What is the most frustratin'g thing about
coming back to school?
A: The most frustrating thing has been'
sitting through classes and having professors tell me about the "real world." It's
irritating to be treated as though I have no
knowledge or perspective beyond the fOur
walls of the classroom that I happen to be
in at the time.
Q: Any problems with relating to the
younger students?
.
A: Initially I was very apprehensive about
coming back to school. I was worried I
would stand out like a sore thumb, but I
haven't found that to be the case. Students
seem to relate well in all my classes,
regardless of their ages.
Q: What are the advantages of being a
returning student?
A: I've learned a lot of lessons already that
before I (when in school) didn't know. I've
had to make my way on my own in that
"real world." The kids.I grew up with in
high school did not have the knowledge:
that the kids do today. There's more

Returning communication major Marllu Edwards contemplates lecture materials
Perspectives of Inquiry, a communication class. Photo by Karl Enochs
students coming out of high school that
have had to work, instead of just working
because they wanted to. .
Going to school is a lot easier in some
ways now than when I was first in school.
Now my primary concern is to do what is
required of me as far as the lessons, reading

. and writing, that's it.
Now I don't have to worry about who
I'm going out with Saturday night. I don't
have to worry if I'm going to look good for
the prom. It's easier now because I don't
have to worry about as much as I did the
first time around.'
.
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Jobs formusicians mostly in education
,
done clinics at Idaho's. universities, $ays
that education can provide diversity, which
The University News
is a key to making it in the music business.
The employment : outlook for music
Music students at BSU can receive a
educators in Idaho is excellent, but few
Bachelor.of Music degree or a Bachelor of
. people l!re--able-'10--make
a living as--·· Arts-degree with a music major. Under the
performers,
according to Dr. Wilber
Bachelor of Music program, students
Elliott, Chairman of the Music Departmay choose either a music. education
ment.
.
emphasis or a performance or theoryElliott says 80 percent of BSU graduates
composition emphasis.
in music education are employed within the
Bachelor of Music students are required
state, and a great majority within the
to pass a piano proficiency examination if
Treasure Valley.'
their major instrumental performance is
. Salaries for graduates getting jobs with
not keyboard. They are -also required to
the public school system are determined by
attend concert classes, perform in a major
the states and school districts. They range
ensemble (band, orchestra or choir) and
from $12,000 to $15,000 per year for
perform on their major. instruments before
primary and secondary schools.
a faculty jury each semester of attendance.
Music Department graduates with study
Elliott says of the BSU program, "I have
emphasis in performance or theory and
no qualms about putting our graduates in
. composition tend to create their own jobs
competition with graduates of most any
by teaching privately through studios or
other institution in whatever vocation or
performing in small groups.
avocation
they
choose.
They
are
Studio instructors generally charge fees
prepared."
of $10 to $20 an hour depending on area
' The Music Department's only graduate
demand and the quality of instruction.
program, secondary education, has existed
Some performers may find work with the
for five years and has an enrollment of only
Boise Philharmonic but full-time employone or two students. "It's still a fledgling
ment is hard to find. "That's a tough field
program," Elliott explains.
to crack," Elliott says of performing, "few
Elliott feels. the Morrison Center will
are able to make a living from it."
create a great number of internship
Gail Green, president of the local union
possibilities for students," he says, "who
of the American Federation of musicians,
will be able to work with state of the art
recognizes part-time employment as a
equipment."
constant consideration
for performing
Elliott also sees the Morrison Center as
musicians. "Of our 175 members," he
attracting more highly qualified students to
says, "those who are employed steady
the department's newly expanded facilities
number 15."
and a higher cultural aw-areness in the Boise
According to Gib Hochstrasser, leader of
area.
the Kings of Swing and long-time union
"The Morrison Center will greatly
member, education is very important for
enhance the opportunities for-people to see
musicians.
throughout the country the kinds of talents
Hochstrasser studied music at BJC in
we have here," Elliott says. He adds that
1947, and at the Cincinnati Conservatory
Boise is an ideal city for the center, being a
of Music.
stopover for artists enroute from Salt Lake
Hochstrasser, who has worked as a piano
to Seattle or Portland.
technician as well as a performer and. has
by Bill Sharp and Valerie Mead
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PICTURE US TOGETHER
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-Disc in 90 minutes
-All photo services
available
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Open for
breakfast, lunch.

.

and dinner
With Each Dinner Purchased
for BSU Students with activity card
DINNER HOURS

Sat. 9am·9pm

Wilber Elliott conducts BSU orchestra, concert band, and choir.
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Calendar
Thursday, February 2
BGA Films, "Experimental
fornia: The Independents.

Film in Cali-

II

Entrepreneurship
Conference,
Feb. 3, free; ~-

SUB,

Geppetto creates a puppet. who experiences
a series of astonishing adventures before he
earns the right to be a real boy, KAID-4.
10:30 p.rn. The Wind and the Lion,
Brian Keith, Candice Bergen, ,Sean
Connery. Based on a true incident, Teddy
Roosevelt sends Marines to Morocco to
rescue an American widow and her two
children who have been kidnapped by a
desert chieftan, KAlD-4.
Sunday, February 5
1:30 p.m~The Birds,~Rod Taylor, Jessica
Tandy, Tippi Hedren, directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. A small shore town north of
San Francisco is attacked by thousands of
birds, based on Daphne duMaurier novel,
KIVI-6.
'
7:00 p.m. On Golden Pond, Katherine
Hepburn, 'Henry Fonda, Jane Fonda, A
woman finally comes to terms with her
father during his last summer at the
family's lake cottage, KTVB-7.

all

~aay,through

Friday, February 3
SPB Films, Yokuku and La Grande
Illusion, SUB Ada Lounge, 7,p.m. free.
Opening Night, E. Hemingway, Encore
Room, Owyhee Plaza, 8:15 p.rn., .tickets
$7, available at Owyhee Plaza, The Book
Shop and Volume One Books in Hyde
Park, runs through Feb. 5.

:,
,;

Dance Concert, "A Dancing Force,"
Jewett Auditorium, College of Idaho, 8 p

. Monday, February 6
7:00 p.m. Arthur, Dudley Moore, Sir
John Gielgud, Liza Minnelli. Millionaire
playboy Arthur Bach, resigned to.marrying
the dreary socialite .girl chosen by his
family, meets and faUs· in love with a
middle-class girl, working as a waitress,
KIVI-6.

Dance Concert, "A Dancing Force,"
Jewett Auditorium, College of Idaho, 8
p.m., tickets $3.50, available at the door, at
the Union Station, or from company
members.

Tuesday, February 7
8:00 p.m. Nova, "BaMiki BaNdula:
Children of the Forest," KAID-4.
9:00
p.m.' American
Playhouse,
"Nothing but a Man," KAID-4.

Scuba Club Hawaiian Dance, 8 p.m., SUB
Ballroom, tickets $3, $2 in "beach attire."

Wednesday, February 88:00 p.m, National Geographic Special,
"Love Those Trains," KAID-4.
9:00 p.m. A Walk Through the 20th
Century, "The Arming of the Earth,"
KAlD-<l.

Last Day to Drop or Add classes in first
eight-week block.

t,

Saturday, February 4

;
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Sunday, February 5

~"

films, Yokuku and La Grande
Illusion, SUB Ada Lounge, 7 p.m., fre

SPB

Ii
I

I'

Faculty Artists Recital, Joseph Baldassarre,
guitar, and Robert Billington, flute, 4 p.rn.,
SPEC, tickets $4 general, $2 seniors and
non-BSU students, BSU students and
personnel free. ,

Valentine novelty
"

'

The YWCA is planning a novel way to send a
valentine with the "Send Your Sweet a Heart"
project. For a donation of $7.50 the YWCA
cupid will plant a heart shaped message on the
lawn of that special someone just before
daylight on Valentines Day.
Deliveries are limited to the Boise area and
registrations must be received no later than Feb.
9. For more information contact the YWCA at
343-3688 .

SPB free films

Herbert cancels

The spring film series sponsored by the
Student Programs Board will begin Feb. 3 and 5
with two free films in the SUB Ada Lounge. The
films start at 7 p.rn. both nights.
Yokuku, a Japanese patriotic story directed
by Mishima, and La GrandeIllusion, the Renoir
classic of World War I, will be shown.
'The series continues on Feb. 10 and 12 in the
Ada Lounge with Black and White in Color,
from the Ivory Coast. Cost for the 7 p.m. show
is $2.50 general, $1 for senior citizens and BSU
students and personnel.

Science fiction writer Frank Herbert, author
of the best-selling Dune, has cancelled his
lecture scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 7 at BSU
, because of his wife's ill-health.
Herbert's appearance was to be part of the
year-long" 1984 and Beyond lecture series and
was sponsored by the BSU Writers and Artists
series, who bring noted authors to the campus.
No replacement has been found yet and
Herbert has not rescheduled his visit.

, Radio rave .

Monday, February 6
~,~

Senior Composition Recital, Larry Curt'wright, 8:15 p.m. Music Auditorium, free.

.

McCall day trip

Box office opens, Death Trap at Boise
Little Theatre, tickets $4 plus tax, reservations 342-5104, play runs Feb. 10-18.
Geology Speaker, "History, of the Exploration of the Arctic," Walter Nassichuk, petroleum geologist, 3 p.m., S-111,
free.

Thursday, February 2
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Willpowers, Adventures in Success, KBSU-FM,
91.3.

Tuesday, February 7

Friday, February 3
5:00 p.rn, Afterwork Special, Jeff Beck,
There and Back, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Public Lecture, "The economics of the
Arms Race," Dr. Michael Blaine, professor
of Sociology, Idaho Supreme Court basement, free.

Saturday, February 4
7:00 p.m. The Hot Ones, Kool and the
Gang, 2 hrs., KFXD-FM, 95.

Geology Lecture, "Petroleum Resources of
the North American Arctic,"
Walter
Nassichuk, petroleum geologist, 3 p.m.,
S-l1l.

Wednesday, February 8
Newswriting Workshop, 7 p.rn. Wallace
Conference Room, Ed. Bldg., 7th floor,
free.

Top tube
Thursday, February 2
8:00 p.m. Lady Madonna War, Rod
Steiger, Robert Ryan, a feud between two
mountain families in the hills of Tennessee
when the daughter of one' family is
kidnapped by sons of the other, KAID-4.
Friday, February 3
10:00 p.m. Austin City Limits, "Freddie
Powers with Willie Nelson and Merle
Haggard," KAID-4.
Saturday, February 4 .
,
6:00 p.m, The Adventures of Pinocchio,
animated;
A poor woodcarver
named

6

-

The Student Activities Office is sponsoring a
. day-trip to the McCall Winter Carnival on
Saturday, Feb. 4. The cost is $6 per person, and
departure from the SUB will be at 7:30 a.m, and
departure for the return trip from McCaU will
be at 5 p.rn,
Highlights of the carnival include the ice
sculptures, art exhibits, the craft fair, the
parade, and snowmobile and ski races.
Sign-up for the trip is in the Student Activities
Office, second floor, SUB.

Sunday, February 5
11:00 p.m. Off the Record Special, Pat
Benatar, 1 hr., KBBK-FM, 92.
Monday, February 6
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Garland
Jeffries, Ghostwriters, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, February 7
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Stories,
About Us, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, February 8
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Booker T
and the M.G.s, Melting Pot, KBSU-FM,
91.3.

On stage.
Bouquet: Hi- Tops
Crazy Horse: Roadhouse Rockers
PengillY's: Dick, Paula and Silky Miller
Red Lion Downtowner: California .
Transfer
Rusty Harpoon: P.F. Flyer
,
Sandpiper: Sites and Harding
Tom Gralney's: Steve Eaton and Mike
Wendling

The University.News Wednesday, Februllry 1,1984
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Shakespeare auditions
The Idaho Shakespeare Festival will be '
holding auditions for the 1984 season from
noon to 5 p.m. in the Business building, room
302 on Feb. 18.
Appointments must be made by calling
336-9221 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.Those
auditioning should prepare a one-minute
memorized selection, not necessarily
Shakespearean. ,
,
The season includes two off-Broadway plays
in May and June, as well as the summer
r~pertory of King Lear, The Tamingojthe
Shrewand a world premiere titled Robin Hood.":

'A Dancing Fore

Troupe members of "A Dancing Force;"
BSU's resident dance company, rev up for a
Feb. 4 performance at Sp.m.in Je:wett
Auditorium at the College of Idaho. Tickets for
the performance are $3 andmaybe purchased at
theC of Iand BSUstudent unions, from
company members or at the door. ,
.
, ,:Members
front row.
to right: Angle
:,'
..... left
,.
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zz Top poised, too loud
by Ann Heater

The Universtt y News

Music

The concert put on by ZZ Top and their
guest, Night Ranger, on Jan. 29 in the BSU
Pavilion will be a hard one to forget for
car sped past scenery projected on a large
- reasons both good and bad.
screen.
Radio advertisements
for the show
ZZ Top's two frontmen, Billy Gibbons
claimed that ZZ Top was going to "rock"
and Dusty Hill, were dressed identically in
the pavilion and Boise; the claim held true.
white, their by-now well-known beards
Unfortunately, this desire to "rock" was
immaculately
groomed. Their guitars,
just a bit too strong and proved the show's
custom-made no doubt, resembled the '34
major downfall.
coupe.
Night Ranger, a Bay Area quintet,
' The first big hit performed was "Gimme
opened the show shortly after 8:00 p.m.
All Your Lovin' " in which Dusty and Billy
with song entitled "Touch of Madness"
jammed in a manner unique to the two. The·
from their latest album,
"Midnight
crowd went crazy. Lasers briefly spotted
Madness,"
the drum set of Frank Beard as he provided
Bassist Jack Blades handled most of the
the driving beat evident in all of the band's
lead vocals throughout the set. Blade's
music.
vocals on the opening song as well as most
The poise and' appeal of ZZ Top
of the others were adequate.
provided the major strength in their
Kelly Keagy, drummer, performed vocals
performance, but as the evening progressed
on "Siter Christian," slated to be the
a problem developed which undermined
band's next single and on "Sing Me
these characteristics - the sound system.
Away," a hit for the band last year.
It seemed that the longer the band
Night Ranger appeared very relaxed and
played, the .louder the music became: The
comfortable on stage, Blades and guitarists
distortion was first noticeable in "Gimme
Brad Gillis and Jeff Watson were always in
All Your Lovin' " and gradually worsened.
the spotlight.
The blend between the vocals and the
Gillis and Blades played up to the crowd
instruments leaned heavily to the guitar and
at- every opportunity. Keyboardist Alan
bass making it extremely difficult to
"Fitz" Gerald was the only one content to
understand the song lyrics.
.
remain out of the spotlight.
After playing crowd favorites such as
The antics between Blades, Gillis, and
"Nationwide,"
"(I Wouldn't
Touch It
Watson, while keeping some entertained,
With A) Ten Foot Pole" from the 1981 E/
just as often distracted from the perLoco album, and the smash hits "Sharpformance.
Dressed Man" and "TV 'Dinners," both
The members spent a fair amount of time
from the extremely successful Eliminator
sprawled out on the floor, bumping, piling
album, guitarist Billy Gibbons announced
or sitting upon one another, or at the least
_"It's blues time."
running around in a crazed manner.
Gibbons and Hill began an easy blues run
The behavior of the band was bearable
and the sound was remarkably crisp and
though. The major drawback to their set
clear. Unfortunately the volume was again
was the sound. At times the speakers were
upped, and again it resulted in distortion.
pushed too much and resulted in distortion.
Any problem with amplification was, for
The overall reaction to the band judged
the most part, unnoticed by the crowd who
by crowd response- was good. Individual
were standing and cheering at a near
Takemitsu.
opiriions varied, some feeling the - perconstant rate. (not what I was looking for).
Billington is a flute instructor at BSU in
formance was "bland."
Gibbons had an extremely good rapport
addition to being a flutist for the Bedford
No real showman appeared in the bunch
with the audience. At various points in the
Springs Festival Orchestra and the Boise
as all tended to try and steal the limelight.
show he would stop to tell a story or ask a
Philharmonic. He has appeared with the
Given a few years to conquer the
-question, and the thunderous response
Festival Orchestra of Costa del Sol in Spain and
individual desire to always be the center of
seemed to urge the band on. The question
has had many solo appearances.
attention, to develop a little more finesse
"Are you with us tonight," posed by
Baldassarre teaches classical guitar, music
and tone down the antics, Night Ranger
Gibbons drew a roaring answer.
history, lute and electric bass, at BSU. He has
might become an excellent performing
ZZ Top played all of their classics
performed with several groups in the United
band.
including "Cheap Sunglasses," "Arrested
States and Spain.
.
Among some of the other songs included
For Driving While Blind," and "Party On
in the performance were "Passion Play,"
The Patio."
"Night Ranger" which featured a drum
The songs "Tube Snake Boogie" from
solo by Keagy, and "Don't Tell Me You
the El Loco album, "La Grange" from the
Love Me." another big hit from last year's
Lp Tres Hombres, and the mega-hit
DElYn _['(1tro/.the band's first album.
.
"Tush" from the 1975 album Fandango,
Night Ranger performed their current hit
formed the band's grand finale. Smoke and
single "(You Can Still) Rock In America"
lasers added to the excitement.
as an encore.
With the last few bars of "Tush," the
After an intermission, headlining act ZZ 'band literally brought the house down as
Top took their places on the stage while the
miscellaneous items began to drop from the
crowd of 10,000 chanted "ZZ" in unison.
rafters; definitely a new and unusual twist.
The beginning was interesting to say the
Despite the over-abundance of volume
least.
put out by both bands, the 10,000 plus on
A huge likeness of the band's prizehand seemed to walk away content with
winning '34 Ford Coupe custom show car,
what they had seen and reminded, by a
dubbed "Eliminator"
formed an imringing in their ears, of what they had
pressive backdrop for the opener. Bright
heard.
red, complete with lighted headlights, the
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'Camerata' debut performance
•'Camerata," the flute and guitar duo of BSU
music department faculty Robert Billington and
Joseph Baldassare, will make debut
performance Sunday, Feb. 5 at 4 p.rn. in the
Special Events Center.
Admission is $4 adults, $2 senior citizens and
students. BSU students and personnel will be
admitted free of charge.
The program will include music ranging from
Baroque to twentieth century and will feature
selections by composers J .S. Bach, Mauro
Giuliani, Mario Castelnuovo- Tedesco and Toru

Senior recital

~C~' at
.for
:d at

ie

Cof I

Carson, Terry.Lauderback, Elene Lane, Tom Favillo, Back row, left to right: Alecia Magill,
Jan Fudenstein, Holly Holsinger, Cammy
Boyle, Kim Grover, Carol Dick, Dana Heinrick,
Lori Head and Dana Wadsworth.
.
Members not shown are: Alan Nelson, Pam
Hokanson, Anthony Hickman, Eileen Wright
and 'Dawn Whitman.

BSU music student Larry Curtright will
produce a senior composition recital Monday,
Feb. 6 at 8: 15 p.rn. in the Music Auditorium.
The recital is free and the public is invited to
attend.
Curtright composed the music which will be ,
played by Boise musicians and faculty and
students of BSU. The program will feature
"Thoughts," an electronic piec.ein three
movements and "Songs for Aaron," a song
cycle for clarinet and piano dedicated to
Curtright's five-year old daughter.
The program will also include "Suite for
Piano" in four movements based on
contemporary dance forms, "String Quartet
#1" and "Shadow of My Soul."
.
Curtrightis a student of J. Wallis Bratt and is
producing the recital to fulfill a requirement for
his degree in music theory and composition,

'Flying Pie'· pie flies
In the continuing struggle to find the best
value for the hard-earned dollar, The
UniversityNews has taken-up the gauntlet
against the looming horde of Boise pizza
restaurants.
-Each week, the News staff will judge the
fare of one restaurant, comparing size,
taste and price to find the best value. In this
inaugural column, we examine the 24 inchcombo from the Flyin$PiePizzaria.
. Most staff members found the pizza
excellent. Positive comments included "lots
of meat,"
~'correctproportioning
of
- ingredients" and "a good one to get full
on."
The

"everythiilgis so mixed together youcan't
reaIly taste anything," "the crust is soggy"
and "there's no pineapple on this pizza."
A small cheese. pizza costs $4.56 at the
, Flying Pie without tax, and the large combc
costs S12.54 without tax.
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Upstart Broncos; learning to win
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by Jeff Kline

The University News

Fan support needed

.\

f"·
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The Broncos are badly in need of support
from the crowd. "I think the crowd can
influence the game. If the crowd is up, the
players are up, and I think BSU needs that
kind of crowd," says Dye.
He adds, "The home crowd is such a
factor, everywhere but here. In fact, it is
talked about by big sky coaches that this is
the one place they don't mind coming to
play because the crowd is never a factor in
the game. It's like playing in a library
sometimes."
"When you go up to Montana or Idaho
the fans are up yelling the whole game,"
Dye says. "When we come back here it's
like the fans are here to watch' a movie or
something.
The silence can really be
intimidating to us."
To promote the Broncos and to draw the
kind of vocal crowd they need, BSU and
Wendy's Old-Fashioned Hamburgers have
introduced the "under 50" night. Any time
the Broncos hold an opponent to less than
-fifty POints In a game,everyone
inattendence will receive coupons for a free
Wendy's hamburger and a 7-up.

I;

Bobby Dye is just what the doctor
ordered to cure the ailing men's basketball
program. In his first year as head coach,
Dye is in the process of changing a tradition
of losing into a tradition of winning.
Dye, who recently finished a two-year
stint as' the head coach at Cal-StateBakersfield, brings with him an impressive
list of credentials. His career record of
334-168 ranks him as one of the top coaches
in the country.
"The big push is for the team towin,"
, says Dye. "Losing is something that is hard
to overcome. It's always there in the back
of your mind."
,
The main thing that Dye is trying to teach
the team is to learn how to win. "I think
there are times when things get tight in the
game, that we tend to lose confidence.
When you have had a history of bad things
happening and you see it happening in the
game, the players start to panic. We are
trying to teach them to keep their poise and
composure," he says.
So far this season, Dye has been fairly
successful. His Broncos are I1-7 for the
season, and 2-3 in Big Sky Conference play.
One of the-reasons for-the Broncos early
success is the play of 6-9 forward/center
Rawn Hayes. Hayes, a senior from
Sacramento, California, has emerged in
recent games as a team leader and a scoring

threat.
. In last week's 81-69 win against NevadaReno, Hayes took over in the second half.
The Broncos were blowingan eleven point
halftme until Hayes' aggressive moves to
the basket kept them in the game.
Another bright spot for BSU has been
the play of guards Mike-Hazel and FrankJackson.
Hazel, a 6-3 junior from Milwaukee,
started the season on the bench. According
to Dye, Hazel has provided the spark the
Broncos need. His play has not only earned
him a spot in the starting line up, but has
also enabled Dye to move Vince Hinchen to
forward. Hinchen's leaping ability should
make him a strong rebounder if he
concentrates on going to the boards; says
Dye.
Jackson is the floor leader for the'
Broncos. The 6-2 transfer from Moorpark
Junior College in California has taken over
despite being the only starter that isn't a
returnee from last year's team.
According
to Dye, Jackson
was
originally recruited to go to Cal StateBakersfield with Coach Dye. When Dye
and his staff decided to make the move to
Boise, Jackson went with them.
"I think a lot of recruiters missed the
boat with that guy (Jackson). He's an
excellent outside shooter and a fine ballhandler ... very underrated", says.Dye.
Bruce Bolden. a 6-7 center from Flint,
Michigan, also has emerged as a force to be

reckoned with, according to .Dye, Bolden
'leads the team in rebounding and the league
'at scowling at the referees.'
',
, ' In this week's victory over Reno, Bolden
tipped in a rebound with six secondsto go
and sent the game into the second overtime
period. Be also hauled down several crucial
~rebounds as BSU blew the game open at the
end.
,
According to Dye,' the biggest on-thecourt problem that the Broncos face is
playing with consistency. "We go into
periods where we are careless with the ball.
Then there was the beginning of the year
when 'we went through quite a few games
where we were very poor from the line."
About the time we start doing one thing
right something else falls apart, he says.
One area 'of consistency for the Broncos
has been their "defense. The swarming
defensive style the Broncos use was the key
to two early season upsets, including a
60-52 defeat of Fresno State.
"I think we have played excellent
defensive basketball when we've had to,"
Dye says, "but the 45 second clock has
taken that advantage away from us." The
45 second clock, adopted by Big Sky
officials this year, has eliminated the five
'second dead ball rule that the Broncos
thrived on early in the season.
-- "With tne-4,secoooclock,
you get guys
busting their butts on defense but there is
no reward for it. The other guy can hold it
all day if he wants to."

BOISE'S OI.I>£ST & I.ARGEST BrY

RENT A WASHER or DRYER

SELl.

TRADE

THE BENCH COMMISSION, INC.

$15 amonth
and up

FumitureS

Appliances. Antiques & Appraisals

343-125'1

OWNERSHIP
PLAN AVAILABLE

,121 S.IHX)SE\'EIJ.

BOISE. 1I>:\1I01l:\i05

344-5179
1707 Broadwav

':7IimnpsOILS,

I

t
r

~,

Also Coin·Op
uundry

INC.

('qUip. & Supplies

SHOULD STUDENTS BE FORCED TO
VOLUNTEER FOR PIRG PERMANENTLY?
Facts about PIRG
\. New York PIRG in 1974, dist1ributed a detailed paper
"lIeseribin!: how to make a bomb a that 'Would have a
yield sufficient to bring down the World Trade Center.'
2. Ralph Nader started PIRG in 1970·71 to harass local
businesses. politicians, so he could then demand more
laws to keep such people in check.
3. The 'May 6th Coaliti"on' had PIRG working with
'Critical Mass' and 'Institute for Policy Studies;' both
fronts of the American Communist Party.

'For God sake,
Don't sign petition.'

Warning: Harmful
If Swallowed
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A FRIENDCOUPON-------,

Two ..for..One Admission Special
(WITH COUPON

ONLY)

(EXPIRES FEB. 29th 1984)

2 for $1.25

I

I

I

!

I

NICKEL PALACE

I

:

•

•

17071. Fairview

Featuring 5( Games

I

1

Reg. Adm. per person $1.25 :

1------- BRING A FRIENDCOUPON------~

Best Entertainment Value in Town
(Play2Qgamesfor $1(0)
8

I

: Good seven days a week lOa.m... Llp.m.

rn-~ - · ~

The:University New'&' Wednesday, FebruarY I, '1984

I.

Free
.Double
Billing
Feb. 3 & 5
Sub Ada
Lounge

B.S.U. SPECIAL
r-------BRING

r

'

Classified -.:
SouthPadre
Island, Texas. $98.00 per
'person
for g days!7 nights. New deluxe
, beach side condos' with pool for Spring
Break. Limited space available. Call SUN'
CHASE TOURS free today at 1-800-321'-:'~911.
Professional color-sound video recording
of your wedding, family, special occasions,
BSU events. Send videotapes to relatives to
watch you on TV. Low rates. VCR rentals, '
$S/day. 336-4368.
The legislative hotline needs volunteers. 2
hrs/week. An opportunity to learn, about
your legislature. Call Denna Smith, 3367010.
-

TeeNAGERS AR~ MUCH
MORE INDEPEN~ ANP
~O NM pePENP ON 111EIR
PARE:NfS
~$NPlNG

LOOK AT iHIS ••• A
, NATIONAL.GURVEI('
SA'lG1HAi 85% Cf=
AI-/, 1"~~AGER$ EAAN
1"HEIR OWN MONE.\(, ..

MONel(,

~~::
..--

by Nicole Hollander

SYLVIA

2 bedroom
townhouses,
I Vz bath,
laundry room, swimming pool, 6 month
lease. QUIET LIVING. $260/month, $50
deposit. Scandia Apartments, 345-5321, 9-5
only.
The Wine Connection-a
unique retail
wine outlet is designed to feature a broad
selection, personal service, and low prices.
Please call 385-9313 for further infor..mation. ,
_
Steamboat Springs, Colorado. Skiing
over Spring Break. Only $158.00 per person
for 6 days/S nights deluxe ski in/out
condos with athletic club, all lifts and
parties. Limited space available.
Call
SUN CHASE TOURS, toll free today
1-800-321-5911.
Lost 1-24-84. Round keyring with lots of
keys somewhere between Gym and Martha
Circle via LA Bldg-Admin, parking lot.
Reward. Elizabeth 342-1978.

The Real Puzzle"

Unlisted numbers

by DOD Rubio

The Real Puzzle'· Solution
On the button

Reggie Jackson's telephone
number
Is 466-3786, or
HOMERUN. Using the numbers provided, try to figure
out the words we've assOclal·
ed with the other perscnalltles
In our directory.

•.~.•~>

. Badge 10 sticks a lot of
puzzlers. who associate the
trombone player with English
Beat. a different multi-racial
group.
The correct solutions were:
1) the Cars; 2) Men Without
Hats; 3) Peter Gabriel; 4) Blue
Oyster Cult; 5) The Blues
Brothers; 6) Cullure Club (Boy
George) 7) Pink Floyd; 6)Ozzy
Osbourne; 9) the Gratelul
Dead; 10) the Specials (or the
Selecter - both on the 2-Tone
'label): 11) Duran Duran; 12)
The Police
(Sling):
13)
Madness; and 14) the .J, Geils
Band,

Blood donors needed for' research
studies. Please contact Louise 338-7250 or
Dr. Nielson 336-5100, ex. 7418.
Complete Howard the Duck comic
book collection, $125. Bill, 345-3971.
Fireside Inn: The place to kick back and
relax. Happy hour 4:30 - 6:00 weekdays.
special price .on pitchers and drafts. 31st
and State, behind the Texaco.
SKIING!
At Steamboat
Springs,
Colorado over Spring Break for only
$158.00 per person for a week. Lifts, ski
in/out deluxe condo lodging with athletic
club and parties included. CALL SUNCHASE TOLL FREE TODAY 1-800321-5911.
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Jackson

Frantt Sinalra

Ray

4If.311e

~

271-1437

Kroc

217-4377

Bamt, Clark
Yurl Andtopof

573-IS4I

Mleh .. , Caine

2'll2·5131

Julio Gf,11o

I4S-IU1

ndH Ha~

A ....
Frank

417-5211

Vk!aI Sauoon

742-1711

"Tip" O'Neill

111-W1

c.. p.r

Alan AIda '
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At.lha Franklin
Johnn, C.,-on
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Ed IIc:Ibhon
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MONEY

Cr.ig

Jr.

Bonnan

Jacqu.. Coval.....
Chan.. Adcb:ma

__

Weinberg«
Claiborne
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711-7535

122·2273
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...... 7131
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Mao

17231

Jane Fonct.

tI7.!5111

Jim Hunlat'
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PIRG funding unfair
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Back in 1970, Ralph Nader first conceived of the idea of intrastate Public
Interest Research Groups. Recently, I have
seen posters and other literature on campus
, urging students to support the formation of
,an IdahoPIRG.
One pamphlet I read
stated that a PIRG "is a student funded
and controlled
research corporation
devoted to issues of public concern and
working for constructive social change. A
PIRG is non-profit, non-partisan,
and
independent of any organization or interst
group."
I personally have nothing against an
Idaho PIRG forming on campus. However,
I am adamently against the method of
organization that is being pursued. A
pamphlet I read-stated that "Idaho PIRG's
funding will consist of a refundable special
fee - $3.00 per student per semester collected through the student fee statement
and turned over to Idaho PIRG .. Any
student, for any reason, will receive a full
refund of his/her fee-on request."
It does not seem fair to me for students
to be coerced to give their money to PIRG
regardless of whether one wishes to do so.
Why can't we voluntarily choose at the time
we pay our fees. whether or not we want
$3.00 to go to PIRG? I am sure that a
number of students who do not wish their
money to go to PIRG will either forget or
choose not to go through the hassle to get it
back. As a result, PIRG will undoubtedly
obtain some money in what seems to me an
immoral fashion.
In my opinion, every organization should
be supported and 'funded on a truly
voluntary basis. No one should be forced to
give time or money to it. Everyone should
be freely allowed to participate (or not
participate). in 'the organization of his
choice. The merit of the organization itself
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Poli~y"

Letters'
.concerns at BSU, but its high. return rate
did' indicate that students do give consideration to problems outside of stereo- .
typi~il1 student life per se. These kinds of '
problems PIRGs typically explore.
.
IdahoPIRG wishes to thank all participating in this survey. If you'd like to help
form IdahoPIRG, please read and sign the
IdahoPIRG support petition being passed'
among BSU students this month.

should be compelling enough to garner
support.
Just think, what would be the reaction if
a group such as Moral Majority tried to
organize on campus as PIRG is trying? I
am against PIRG, Moral Majority or any
group organizing in such a' manner that
could be called compulsory voluntarism.
Lowell C. Goemaat

. Sincerely,
Matt Stitzel
Glenn Goffin
Idaho PIRG Organizing Committee

Issues surveyed
,The Organizing Committee for Idaho
PIRG conducted a survey during the first
, two weeks of the semester. Students were
asked to rank various issues in order of
their perceived importance. Of approximately 2,000 surveys handed out, over 3iO
were returned.
. According to the respondents of the
survey, environmental issuses- were of the
highest concern.
Among
these, the
hazardous waste problem received the
highest number of votes, with wilderness
protection and management the second
most important.
The next area of concern was human
rights. Poverty and hunger ranked first in
this category and violence against women
was second.
The consumer issue area was third in
importance to PIRG survey. respondents.
Perhaps as no surprise, higher education
was deemed to be of the most concern, and
in fact garnered the most votes' in the entire
survey. Health care was second, and of
special note, on campus parking placed a
close third.
The issue area ranked as fourth important was energy. The nuclear category,
however, tallied the second highest number
of votes in the entire survey, and the solar
issue was not far behind.
This survey was not intended to be a
statistically perfect measure of student
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Student Assistant - Special Projects

~

Office of Student Activities

iC
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
iC WiD assist in the coonlination, promotion and inplementation of
iC vaJj)us program Iactivities sponsored ulllerthe auspices of the
iC otree of StlIdent Activities. Wil assist il general offi:e routine
iC ilcluding office reception, answerilg telephones, and other duties

The editor of our little rag seems to have
missed the point - tuition is not necessary,
allocation of state funds is. Currently the'
state of Idaho allows a tax exemption for
industrieswho
work at INEL. No one
really seems to know why the exemption
exists but it may be for the same reason
INEL itself is there - because at the start
few people in Idaho objected. So the state
loses an estimated 2-14 million dollars per
year in taxes which are routinely demanded
in other states, and in this state of other
industries.
What tuition will do is prohibit those
without money from attending higher
education institutes - and will keep education available exclusively to the rich.
Char Jones

Editors note: Currently the Idaho Citizens
Coalition is sponsoring a bill in the state
legislature that would reduce the sales 'tax
: to 3 percent and eliminate INEL's current
tax exemption. However that action would
still not be sufficient to eliminate the need
for tuition.
•
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SALARY~
ThesucCessrul applicantwil be expected 10 workapproxinately
15, hours per week throughout the semester. Remuneration wiB
be;appro ately$250.00
per month. .
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Dear Miss Bronco,
My roommate is a 'Plant-lover and I'm
getting jungle fever. What can I do'?
Signed,
Cheetah
Dear Cheetah,
Have you tried methodically sharpening
a machete while your roommate is trying to
study?
'
Seriously, you could explain that you
can't stand the tl1oughTof being woven into
your bed at night by the encroaching
jungle. If portrayed in vivid detail and with
a few subtle threats I'm sure your friendly
phytophil will get the message.
.
If you roommate' talks to the plants,
hook up a tape recorder to say, "I need to
be free," or "Phone Hoooooorne."
This
ought to get results. Besides, it's a great
practical joke. The first time you try this,
he/she will be digging plaster out of his/her
fingernails for days,
If it takes more than a hint, you can
become
professional plant-napper. I'm
sure the fellow anti-shrubists on campus
would hire you out. It could be a second
job.
Your devoted weed-elimination advisor,
Miss Bronco
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iC in this ad.
iC .• Lunch in
iC 01• 5 min.
iC I
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Now OPEN for Lunch
11am to 1:00 pm
4pm - 12pm
Phone Orders Welcome
343-6200
3815 W.State
closed Tuesday

4
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PEPSI'S PIZZA·

• Wh·1ue
iC ;i supply
last.

= 45

•.•••

ORIGINAL ITALIAN
PIZZA

Kaddy

iC
iC

iC
iC
iC

Miss. Bronco

........0
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iC
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Tuition unnessecarv

I, Free Kar

~
~
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, Letters to the editorshould ~1)'PCd,
double-spaced, and preferably no-longer
than SOOwords. The letters must be
signed and a telephone number provided
for our vcrification procedures;
Th~ Univmiiy N~Ws reserves' the right
to edit letters for spelling, grammar,
punctuation, length (if the letters' exceed
SOD words) and content. Wc reserve the
right to eliminate potentially libelous
statements and material not germlmc to
the iritentofthe letter. All effottSwill be
madc to accurately preserve the content
of the letter ;

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ _ as assigned, May also assist in general advisilg respol1.sibBities
iC inckJdilg leadership trailing.

GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
Must be a BSU student with Junior, Senior or Graduate status
at line of pos. itIDn;,.s.Pring se..1IIIl$lll11.984. Must possess a 3.0
(or .above) cumulative G;PA Must be wililg to work some
evenings alii weekends and if. necessary, vacation' periods.
.
APPLICATION PROCESS
Appicatilns are available from the. Director of StlIdent
Activities/StlldentUnkm,'RooiTl'
204 of the StlIdent. Union BuikJing,
or phone 385-1223. The deadlile .for conskleration of StlIdent
Assistant applcations is February 10, 1984.
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Sack's Fourth Annual

1/2 PRICE SALE

o.ck~
fIFTH· STREer,~
503 ..So. 5th
Corner of 5th and Myrtle
We are having our Biggest'Scileof theYeaif
Save up to 75%on jeans, pants, blouses,
dresses, t0I>~,sweaters & men's clothing~'

Open Tlu~s.~Sat.'..•......Ph()ne:342~8797.
.' ·SaleStartsW e9tl.eSqClyatllO()nr.;.··~;.'
..
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Amendment will decide tuition

Campus ',briefs

by Warren McWilliams

The University News

Spring programs

The 1984 Idaho State Legislature is,
, considering implementing in-state tuition as
Severalprograms
are scheduled during
an immediate remedy to below average'
spring semester for members of the BSU
teacher & faculty salaries. If Idaho lawaccounting fraternity Beta Alpha Psi.
If Idaho lawmakers decide in favor of
A Feb.' 8 luncheon is scheduled with
in-state tuition, Idaho voters will make the
speaker Bill Broich, St. Chapelle Winery. A
final decision during the November 1984
Valentine .social has been planned Feb. 10
election. If approved. the Idaho constiat 7 p.m. in St. Paul's Catholic Center.
tution will be amended and tuition will be
here to stay due to the difficulty enFeb. 15. Governmental Accounting and
Opportunities in City Government. Mike
countered in changing an amendment.
Mather. City of Boise controller, 7 p.m .•
Under the in-state tuition plan, students
Lookout Room, SUB;
.
will have to pay in the neighborhood of
Feb. 22. "How to Obtain Employment
$1, lOOper semester in tuition.
with and Advancement in the Internai
Both Governor John Evans, and memRevenue Service." Bill Jacobs. IRS district
director, ,7 p.rn.• Lookout Room. SUB;
Feb. 29. "Leadership."
Dale Blickenstaff. executive vice-president. Idaho First
National Bank. 7 p.m., Lookout Room,
by Julie Nash
SUB;
The University News
March 7 "Budgeting and Forecasting,"
Alan Millers. Ore-Ida controller. 7 p.rn,
BSU President John Keiser held a press
Lookout Room. SUB;
conference Friday in response to an earlier
March
14. business
meeting
and
press conference where economic profeselections. Lookout Room, SUB;
sors Allen Dalton and Don Billings. called
March 21. "Accounting
for Retail
for different alternatives in education than
Stores," Gary Michael, executive vicenow being considered
by the state
president. Albertson's Inc .• 7 p.m., Looklegislature.
.out Room, SUB;
Billings and Dalton also indicated that
April 4. "Current
Accounting
at
the public school system is a poorly
Hewlett-Packard."
and .tour of the com-

functions are funded. With in-state tuition,
she adds funds would be channeled into the
state appropriations committee and could
be spent without guaranteeing
Idaho
students the quality of education they're
paying for.
Dobler says that she wouldn't object to
students fees being raised slightly to keep
up with increasing costs.
"I'd like to see tuition for freshmen and
sophomores because that's where a major
portion of the expense lies in the higher
education program", says Representative
Claire Wetherell.
Wetherell says that once an Idaho
student reaches the point where they have
completed the two years, that fees alone
will be sufficient to finance their education.

bers of the Legislature fear ,that higher
education will become inaccessible
to
Idaho's students.
"Any increase in the cost of highereducation limits the number of Idaho
students to that program." according to
Gov. Evans. Evans adds that alternatives to
the problem are in the making, but will
take time. In-state tuition. nonetheless
should be implemented this year, according
to Evans.
Senator Norma Dobler disagrees. "I'm
always afraid that higher education costs
will keep Idaho students out of college, no
,matter how intelligent they are."
Dobler says that under the fee system
funds are more effectively spent as students
have an input which programs
and

Keiser reprimands business professors

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

pany, Linda Garrett,
H-P accounting
manager, 4 p.rn.
April 6-7 , regional meeting, University of
Washington, Seattle; ,
April 18, "Mergers and Acquisition,"
Stan Johnson, managing partner, Coopers
& Lybrand, Lookout Room, SUB;
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BIG BROTHER

at the Bookstore
March 1st
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Tool Mart
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We
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3701 Overland
Buy
343-1914
Tools
Good New & Used Tools

e

A complete menu 24 hrs,
Try us for an afterhourtreat
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your answe,rs areri,ght,' you COU,ld"
be
$5,000 richer. Plus,one winner from
your school will receive a $10gift
certificate to the college bookstore.
Generai Foods· International

AMERICAN WERE WOLF
IN LONDON

•~

Here's a test you can actually relax for. First,
To enter; print the number ofthe country next to
pour yourself a relaxing cup of General foods" the can of General foods" International Coffees
International Coffees. Then match the six rich
whose flavor was inspired by that country.
coffee flavors above with the five countries of
'Malllhi
•• nllr. ad 10: G,F,I.C. Ta.'. 01 Europe Sw •• p.taku.
Oepartm.nI4S. P,O. Box 88SS, W."port, CT 06887-11886
Europe that inspired them.
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and Billings privately in writing concerning
the issue and doubts that the State Board of
Education will seek further action.
Keiser does not believe that the professors spoke with any malice of forethought,
but he believes it was simply a "lack of
thought" that lead to this situation.
When questioned shortly after Keiser's
press conference. Billings and Dalton stated
that they were considering how to respond
to Keiser's statements and as of yet had no
comment to make.

performing monopoly and that they would
like to see it dismantled.
Keiser expressed his displeasure with the
, actions of Dalton and Billings and felt that
the statements they made contained a
variety of inaccuracies. He felt that there
was little if any. effort made by the two
professors to indicate that they were not
BSU official spokesmen. The implication,
according to Keiser. was that BSU is not
supportive of the public school system.
Keiser has communicated with Dalton
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Coffees Sweepstakes

-'--____

•

Official Ruies

•

1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY, 2. To enter, complete thisad or a 3" x 5" plain piece 01 paper with your hand-printed name, address, zip code and the name of your college.
When using the, ad as entrj, hand-print the answers to the six questions in the space~,pr~vided; when using a 3", x 5" entr(, ha.nd·printthe six Gen~ral Foods International
Coffees lIavors 10 a list on 3 separate 3" x 5" plain piece of paper and next to each indicate the European country that msplre4 It by hand-printing the number of that
country's map. Mall this enbre completed ad or other entry to: GflC Taste of Europe Swee~$takes. De'partment 46, P.O. Box 8886, Westport, CT 06887·8886. Each
entry. must include either one proof-<if.}lurchasa of Gonaral foo:ls Intem:tional Coffees (the 'cup with letters GAG" cut from the Plastic lid).!!! the,\'loros "General Foods
Intemallonal Coffees Come In 6 Flavors" hand-pnnted on a separate 3" x 5" plain piece of paper, 3. Enter as often as you like, but each entry must be mailed separately.
Entries must be received by March 17, 1984. Not respl!nsible for illegible, damaged, lost. late or misdirected entries; mechanically reproduced entries not accepted. 4. One
Grand Prize of 55,000 and 177 second Prizes consisting of a 510 gift certificata to each of the 177 participating college bookstores will bs awarded. Winners will be
determined by random drawing on or about Marcb
1984 from among all correct entries receIVed by Promotional Marketing Corporation, an independent judging
organization whose decisions are final. Odds of winning will be determined by the number of correcl entries receiVed. Thersls a limit of one pril,e per person and one
second Prize per college. Prizes may not be substituted, transferred or exwanged. Winners will be notified by mail provided they are available at the address shown on the,
entry or have furnished a proper fOIWarding address, to sweepstakes headquarters (PMe. 65 Jesup Road, Westport, CT 06880). 5. Sweepstakes IS open to registered,
collegs students 18 years of age OJ older at participating colleges in the,' Us., except employees and th,elr families of General FoOdS, Corporation, their affiliates, subsidiaries,
advertising and production agencies, and Promotional Marketing Corporation. Void wherever prohibited or restricted by law. All federal. Stats and local laws and
reg,ulations appl,y. Taxes, are the sole responsibility 0, f the wiriners. Win,ners m,ay bs reqU,ired, to"sign an Affidavit Of.8igibilitv, ,and Publici, ,'tv R,ele1
elease~6. li,O Ob,taI,n the name of '
,the Grand Prize winner, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: GAC Winner Ust, P.Q Box 2925; Saugatuck Station. Westport, CT 06880 by r.1ircb 17, 19804-
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FIIESHMEN I SOPHOMORES
,Make it with us and
the sky's the limit.

THE MARINES NEED PILOTS
GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
* FULL-TIME FRESHMAN OR SOPHOMORE
*ANY MAJOR
*20/20 VISION
*NO FLIGHT EXPERIENCEREQUIRED
i'

DATE: 6&7 FEB. 1984
TIME: lOam - 2pm
PLACE: STUDENT UNION

1

BENEFITS
*GUARANTEED FLIGHT SCHOOL
*NO ON CAMPUS TRAINING.
* NO OBLIGATION· *STARTING SALARY $19,000-$20,000
SEECAPT R.K. Aiken' USMC
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Put yourself
in his place.
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Alone in the middle of the nigh t. Facing an emergency. And the only available telephone is,out of
order.
Youwouldn't want to trade places with him.
But someday you may be forced to. Because nobody bothered to tell us a phone was broken.
This shouldn't happen to anyone. So please,
write down the number of a damaged or out of '
order pay phone. And report it at the first opportunity to our repair service. The number is listed in
the Customer Guide at the front of the White Pages.
We'll come out and fix the phone right away.
Before someone has a desperate need for it.
,
Someone like you.

fur the way you'live.
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